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later as abstractions about role relationships (motherhood, fatherhood). When children act in their families, they participate in relationships long before they conceptualize these relationships.

Indeed, social interactions provide support that helps children act at higher levels than they are capable of by themselves. This gap between supported performance and spontaneous performance is called the developmental range (or the zone of proximal development). Fischer and his colleagues have shown that children function at a higher level when their actions are supported by a person or artifact (such as a book or computer) that provides cues to key components of skilled performance. When those supports are removed, children quickly drop to a lower level of skill. Children are thus not at a single level or stage even for a single domain, such as doing arithmetic problems, but their level varies systematically with support.

In addition, when children encounter a new problem, they routinely drop to an even lower level of skill (acting like a baby). To master something new, they need to reconfigure their skills to fit the new problem. Moving to a lower level is the smart thing to do, allowing exploration and mastery of the basic components that are required for the new problem.

Kurt W. Fischer and Robert Lindsey
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DYNAMIC SYSTEMS THEORIES. Diversity is the hallmark of human behavior: Regardless of age or experience, people's performance changes dramatically depending on context, including the presence of different people. The same sixth-grade student who can easily solve a difficult math problem in class often cannot solve the same problem at home on her own, or even in class the next day. These kinds of fluctuations in performance can be frustrating, but they are normal. The fact is that variation is a part of all human behavior. Yet despite its pervasiveness, variability has frequently been ignored in developmental science. As a consequence, the field now brims with elaborate descriptions about global changes in behavior, but it struggles to explain why a child can recite the alphabet for his parents but not for his teacher.

In recent years, a number of researchers have emphasized the importance of variability and have sought to explain both stability and diversity in behavior over time. In order to capture the richness and complexity of development, many researchers have adopted concepts, methods, and tools from dynamic systems theory—a flexible framework for analyzing how many factors act together in natural systems in disciplines as diverse as physics, biology, and education. More than two decades ago, researchers such as Esther Thelen, Paul van Geert, Kurt Fischer, and others helped pioneer the application of dynamic systems to development. Their work laid the foundation for a fresh approach to understanding how people learn, grow, and change.

Formally, dynamic systems theory is an abstract framework, based on concepts from thermodynamics and nonlinear mathematics. However, whereas some of the concepts (and much of the terminology) may seem foreign to researchers and practitioners, the principles of dynamic systems theory are very straightforward and deeply relevant to the study of human behavior. The dynamic systems approach in development starts with two principles: Multiple characteristics of person and context collaborate to produce all aspects of behavior, and variability in performance provides important information for understanding behavior and development. Taken together, these principles—person-in-context and variability-as-information—represent the backbone of dynamic systems theory. Building on these themes, researchers have overturned misconceptions and resolved long-standing arguments about the nature of development.

PERSON AND CONTEXT TOGETHER

In the game of baseball, the pitcher's job is to throw the ball for a strike. However, even the best pitchers cannot do this every time. Why not? The simple answer is that throwing a ball accurately—like all human behavior—always depends on more than just biological and experience. Context matters. In fact, so many contextual factors influence the accuracy of any given pitch—temperature, crowd noise, or having a runner on base (to name but a few)—the performance of a pitcher cannot be understood outside the immediate context. This is true for all behaviors, not just tossing a baseball. Behavior is not something a person "has": It emerges through the interactions between person and context and depends on many biological and contextual factors. Traditional models assume that people have stable skills and discount the importance of person-in-context, the dynamics of behavior. However, ignoring these dynamics can lead to serious misconceptions. The case of the infant stepping reflex illustrates this principle nicely.

Newborns have many primitive reflexes, including the
"stepping reflex," or the pattern of leg movements (steps) an infant makes when held upright. Present at birth, this reflex disappears after a couple of months, only to reappear around the time of walking—something that puzzled researchers for decades. Classic explanations for this phenomenon were based on the neurology of infants: Brain areas matured and then suppressed the newborn reflex. This was the established view until Thelen, using dynamic systems theory, offered a different explanation, considering characteristics of infants' bodies that the brain explanation treated as irrelevant. The stepping reflex disappeared not because of neurological changes but because of changes in leg weight: Babies' legs showed an increase in mass (subcutaneous fat as well as other tissue) that made it impossible for an infant to lift his or her legs from an upright position. Showing the importance of context, Thelen tested infants who had seemingly lost the reflex by placing them into a tub of water, where the buoyancy reduced the effective weight of the legs. Now, when the infants were held upright, their reflex returned and they stepped just like younger infants! By manipulating nonobvious variables, Thelen was able to control the emergence and suppression of a reflex once thought to be under strict neurological control. In this case, the key principle of person-in-context helped researchers discover the underlying dynamics of infant motor development.

**Variability as Information**

People routinely show this kind of variability in behavior, rarely performing at a single fixed level consistently. All behavior emerges through interactions between person and context, and thus performance varies dramatically and systematically depending on many factors such as arousal level, emotional state, task demands, and assessment conditions (to name a few). In contrast with classic models, dynamic systems theory treats variability as information and seeks patterns and order in the variation. Because variability is analyzed instead of ignored, researchers are able to identify factors that have a systematic effect on behavior and development, to find the order in the variation. Fischer has shown that one powerful source of variability is contextual support: With priming of key ideas or actions through the help of an adult or a well-designed computer program or text, a person can perform at a higher level, but he cannot sustain the performance without such support.

The example of Madison, 16, demonstrates the influence of contextual support through her understanding of the relation between addition and multiplication, both of which involve combining numbers to get larger numbers, with addition combining single numbers and multiplication groups of numbers. This relation is difficult for adolescents to articulate, but around 15 or 16 years, they can understand the concept if they have contextual support. In Madison's case, she has no problem getting the relation when her teacher prompts the key ideas, and she can even provide specific examples (5 + 5 + 5 = 20 and 5 x 4 = 20). However, when discussing it with her parents or friends, her performance drops dramatically; for example, she says that addition and multiplication are the same but cannot explain the essential difference (single numbers versus groups) that she understood with her teacher's support.

Madison's performance speaks against the notion that people have a single level of ability: What would her "true" level be? In reality, Madison clearly varies between two levels of performance, what Fischer calls the developmental range: She understands the relation with support, but she does not understand it without support. The skill is both present and absent, depending on the context. In other words, it is dynamic.

The importance of support is hardly controversial. However, when studied through the lens of dynamic systems, contextual support can reveal surprising facts about learning, and it offers a simple solution to the classic debate about stages. Using nonlinear models from dynamic systems, Fischer studied patterns of development in conditions of high and low support independently. When growth was assessed under high support, it showed clear stage-like properties. However, in low-support conditions growth was smooth and continuous. Through the careful use of dynamic systems tools, and by treating variability as information, Fischer was able to show that stages both do and do not exist, depending on the dynamics of the activity. Explaining stability and change together is a key strength of dynamic systems theory.

L. Todd Rose and Kurt W. Fischer
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**Psychoanalytic Theories.** From Sigmund Freud's first propositions to the most recent theories based in attachment studies, psychoanalysis has had an implicitly developmental perspective. In virtually all these theories, two central concepts of human psychological development are taken for granted. In fact, their validity has become so widely accepted that the general public no longer acknowledges these as revolutionary concepts. First, in opposition to a classical notion that children are simply miniature ver-